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Abstract. We investigate an infinite horizon investment-consumption model in which a single
agent consumes and distributes her wealth between a risk-free asset (bank account) and several
risky assets (stocks) whose prices are governed by Lévy (jump-diffusion) processes. We suppose
that transactions between the assets incur a transaction cost proportional to the size of the
transaction. The problem is to maximize the total utility of consumption under Hindy-Huang-
Kreps intertemporal preferences. This portfolio optimization problem is formulated as a singular
stochastic control problem and is solved using dynamic programming and the theory of viscosity
Solutions. The associated dynamic programming equation is a second order degenerate elliptic
integro-differential variational inequality subject to a State constraint boundary condition. The
main result is a characterization of the value function as the unique constrained viscosity solution
of the dynamic programming equation. Emphasis is put on providing a framework that allows
for a general dass of Lévy processes, Owing to the complexity of our investment-consumption
model, it is not possible to derive closed form Solutions for the value function. Hence the optimal
policies cannot be obtained in closed form from the first order conditions for the dynamic
programming equation. Therefore we have to resort to numerical methods for computing the
value function as well as the associated optimal policies. In view of the viscosity solution theory,
the analysis found in this paper will ensure the convergence of a large dass of numerical methods
for the investment-consumption model in question.
1. INTRODUCTION
We investigate an infinite horizon investment-consumption model that captures the effects of
intertemporal substitution and possible jumps in the (multi-dimensional) stock market. Moreover,
in the model it is supposed that transactions between the assets incur a transaction fee proportional
to the size of the transaction. In many classical as well as recent studies (see, for example,
Akian, Menaldi, and Sulem [l], Davis and Norman [ls], Merton [33], Shreve and Soner [4l]
and Zariphopoulou [45, 46, 47]) of investment-consumption models with and without transaction
costs, the investor derives utility directly from the present (rate of) consumption. Hindy, Huang,
and Kreps [25, 23] have shown that such preferences exclude the possibility of intertemporal
substitution, the reason being that the rate of consumption reacts too sensitively to small changes
in the (life time) consumption plan. We recall that intertemporal substitution in continuous time
is the notion that consumption at one time reduces marginal utility at nearby times. To overcome
the deficiencies of the standard choices of preferences, Hindy, Huang, and Kreps [25, 23] replaced
the present rate of consumption with some level of satisfaction, described by an exponentially
weighted average of past consumption. As demonstrated by Hindy and Huang [24], this feature
is the key to representing the notion of intertemporal substitution. With such preferences they
showed that an agent will consume periodically (or in gulps). Thus, the agent regards consumption
at adjacent dates as similar alternatives. Hindy-Huang-Kreps preferences may also be interpreted
as a model for irreversible purchases of a durable good. The satisfaction process mentioned above
is now understood as the agent’s service fiow, which is given by the exponentially weighted average
of the total purchase of the good. We remark that in both interpretations, periods of absence in
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consumption or purchases will lead to a decrease in the agent’s level of satisfaction or service flow.
In the latter case, this is due to deterioration in the stock of the good.
In [24], Hindy and Huang used their preference structure in an investment-consumption model
without transaction costs. In particular, they provided explicit consumption and allocation choices
for an investor håving HARA (Hyperbolic Absolute Risk Aversion) utility in a geometric Brownian
market. The model studied in [24] was extended to general utility functions by Alvarez [2] and
Hindy, Huang, and Zhu [26], and later by Bank and Riedei [4] and Benth, Karlsen and Reikvam
[B, 9] to stock markets with jumps. Whereas the analysis in [4] relied on a stochastic version of the
Kuhn-Tucker approach, the authors of [2, 8, 9, 26] (see also [24]) used the dynamic programming
approach and the theory of viscosity Solutions for nonlinear partial differential equations.
Geometric Brownian motion enjoys popularity in portfolio optimization problems (see, e.g.,
[l, 15, 41, 45, 46, 47]) since it is analytically tractable and has an economically interpretable
dynamical structure. However, and this is a major concern in risk management, it predicts nor
maliy distributed logarithmic price increments (also known as logreturns). Empirical studies of
logreturns show that the normal assumption must be rejected, at least for logreturns based on daily
or weekly data, see Eberlein and Keller [lB], Rydberg [37], and Prause [3s]. To have stock price
models relevant for the market one needs to consider more general price dynamics than generated
by geometric Brownian motion or even continuous-time diffusions. Diffusion models driven by
Lévy processes seem to provide a fiexible dass of models which capture statistical and economical
properties of market data and yet being mathematically tractable, see Barndorff-Nielsen [7] or
Eberlein and Keller [lB]. Recently, several papers have investigated portfolio optimization prob
lems where stock prices are driven by Lévy processes (see Bank and Riedei [4], Benth, Karlsen,
and Reikvam [B, 9, 10], Framstad, Øksendal, and Sulem [2O, 21], and Kallsen [2B]).
This paper considers a multi-dimensional geometric jump-diffusion model for the stock price
dynamics that includes a fairly general dass of Lévy processes. In fact, we only impose a growth
restriction on the tail of the Lévy measure which is satisfied by many Lévy processes of interest
in finance. We will restrict our attention to a market where borrowing of money or short-selling
of stocks are not allowed. The investor’s consumption and transactions of wealth between the
assets are understood as cumulative processes which may be singular with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. The problem of maximizing the investods expected utility over these Controls is therefore
a singular stochastic control problem. The market assumption of no borrowing of money nor short
selling of stocks imposes restrictions on the set of admissible consumption and transaction policies.
In particular, it introduces a state space constraint into our control problem.
To investigate the investment-consumption model we use Bellman’s dynamic programming
method (see, e.g., [l9]). Provided that the value function is sufficiently regular, it is well known
that the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation can be derived using the dynamic program
ming principle. However, due to degeneracy and market imperfections such as trading constraints
and transaction costs, it is often difficult to show that the value function in question is sufficiently
smooth so as to solve the dynamic programming equation in the classical sense. The by now
standard approach is to weaken the concept of solution and prove instead that the value function
is a viscosity solution of the dynamic programming equation. The notion of viscosity Solutions
was introduced in the early eighties by Crandall and Lions [l4] (see also Crandall, Evans, and
Lions [l2]) for first order Hamilton-Jacobi equation and extended by Lions [3l] to fully nonlinear
second order partial differential equations. We refer to Crandall, Ishii, and Lions [l3] for a general
overview of the theory of viscosity Solutions. One of the main merits of this theory lies of course
in the fact that it allows merely continuous functions to be (unique) Solutions of fully nonlinear
second order degenerate partial differential equations. The observation that the dynamic pro
gramming principle is intimately connected to the notion of viscosity Solutions goes back to Lions
[3l]. After his work it became apparent that the concept of viscosity Solutions was well suited
for analysing stochastic control problems. We refer to the book by Fleming and Soner [l9] for an
up-to-date account on the applications of viscosity solution theory to stochastic control problems.
For an overview of the use of viscosity Solutions in the area of portfolio management and derivative
pricing (with emphasis on transaction costs), we refer to Zariphopoulou [47].
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For our investment-consumption model, the dynamic programming equation is a second order
degenerate elliptic integro-differential variational inequality. The non-local operator arises because
we model the stock market by diffusion processes which may have jumps in their sample paths. On
the other hand, the fact that we allow the Controls (i.e., consumption and transaction policies) to be
singular implies that the dynamic programming equation takes the form of a variational inequality.
Moreover, due to the State space constraint, this variational inequality is augmented with a so
called state constraint boundary condition. Consequently, we need to consider constrained viscosity
Solutions. We refer to Section 4 for a discussion of (constrained) viscosity Solutions in the context
of integro-differential operators and an overview of the available literature.
The main contribution of this paper is a characterization of the value function as the unique
constrained viscosity solution of the dynamic programming equation associated with our singular
control problem. Roughly speaking, this characterization is obtained in three steps. In the the first
step, we prove that the value function satisfies several monotonicity and growth properties as well
as being uniformly continuous on its unbounded domain. In the second step, we prove that the
value function is a constrained viscosity solution of an integro-differential variational inequality.
Here the situation is complicated by the fact that both the singular Controls and the diffusion
processes can make the state process jump out of a small ball for small times. Our investment
consumption model combines several difficulties such as gradient and state constraints as well as a
highly singular non-local operator. Consequently, a comparison principle that fits our needs cannot
be found (directly!) in the literature. Therefore, as the third and final step in the characterization
of the value function, we prove a comparison principle between unbounded semicontinuous sub- and
supersolutions of the state constraint problem for a dass of degenerate elliptic integro-differential
variational inequalities. In particular, this result ensures that the characterization of the value
function as a constrained viscosity solution is unique. In proving the comparison principle, we
adopt the uniqueness machinery for second order partial differential equations, which relies on the
maximum principle for semicontinuous functions (see, e.g., [l3]).
From the point of view of applications, it is of course equally or even more important to
obtain the optimal investment and consumption policies (i.e., the optimal Controls) than the value
function itself. Owing to the complexity of our investment-consumption model, it is not possible
to derive closed form Solutions for the value function and hence the optimal policies cannot be
obtained in closed form from the first order conditions for the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation.
Therefore we have to resort to numerical methods for computing the value function as well as
the associated optimal policies. The construction and analysis of numerical methods is, however,
outside the scope of this paper and will instead be the topic of future work. In fact, we will
in future work present a Markov chain approximation method for computing the value function
and the optimal policies. As is well known by now (see, e.g., [l, 13, 16, 19, 45, 46, 48]), the
viscosity solution theory provides a very flexible and powerful framework for proving convergence
of numerical methods. However, to take advantage of this framework, we strongly need the analysis
found in the present paper. In particular, the characterization of the value function as the unique
constrained viscosity solution of an integro-differential variational inequality is of fundamental
importance for the convergence analysis of a large dass of (monotone, stable, and consistent)
numerical methods for the investment-consumption model studied herein.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss in more detail Lévy pro
cesses as basic models for stock prices. In Section 3, we give a precise formulation of the stochastic
control problem as well as a statement of the associated dynamic programming equation and the
main result of this paper. In Section 4, we introduce a proper viscosity solution framework for
degenerate elliptic integro-differential variational inequalities. Basic monotonicity, growth, and
continuity properties of the value function are proved in Section 5. A proof of the constrained
viscosity solution property is given in Section 6. In this section we also prove a strong compar
ison result, which eventually leads to the characterization of the value function as the unique
constrained viscosity solution of the dynamic programming equation.
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2. STOCK PRICE MODELS AND LÉVY PROCESSES
The standard model for the time dynamics of a stock price is a geometric Brownian motion,
where /r is the drift coefficient (or mean return rate), a is the volatility, and Wt is a Brownian
motion. This model produces logreturns which are normally distributed with mean pAt and vari
ance a 2 At. Here we have let At denote the chosen time window, which is measured, for instance,
in weeks, days, minutes, etc. However, empirical studies of logreturn data from stock markets
show a large deviation from normality when small time windows are chosen (e.g., daily data). The
tails of the logreturn data are typically fatter (heavier) than what can be captured by the normal
distribution. Other deviations from normality like asymmetry or long-range dependency may also
be detected. Several authors have proposed stochastic models for the stock price dynamics which
take into account these non-normal effects. The canonical extension of the standard geometric
model is to substitute the Brownian motion by a Lévy process. This has been suggested by, e.g.,
Barndorff-Nielsen [7], Eberlein and Keller [lB], Gerber and Shiu [22], and Mandelbrot [32]. From
a statistical point of view, this way of modelling stock prices seems to be the most appealing ap
proach, since the logreturns are distributed as p + aL\ (choosing a time window of size 1). From
general theory of Lévy processes, the distribution of L\ belongs to the dass of infinite divisible
distributions. Mandelbrot [32] proposed to use stable Pareto laws as a model for the logreturns.
However, empirical work indicates that this dass is not suited for stock price modelling (see discus
sion and references in [18]). However, the dass of generalized hyperbolic distributions introduced
by Barndorff-Nielsen [6] seems to fit logreturn data very well. We refer to Barndorff-Nielsen [7],
Eberlein and Keller [lB], and Rydberg [37] for applications and empirical studies of this dass of
infinite divisible distributions in the context of finance.
Rather than directly writing up the stock price model as an exponential of some Lévy process,
another possibility is to start out with the stochastic differential of a geometric Brownian motion,
and use a Lévy process as the driving noise instead. This seems to be the preferred modelling
approach in most works dealing with stochastic control in markets with jumps (see, e.g., the initial
work by Merton [33]). A rather frequently used model is
where N is a compensated Poisson random measure. Note that in order to ensure that the stock
price remains positive, one has to consider a Levy process with jumps strictly bigger than —l,
which explains why the Poisson random measure is integrated only from —l. The distribution
of the logreturn data imposed by this model is not so apparent, even though the solution of the
stochastic differential equation can be written up explicitly in terms of the well-known Dooleans-
Dade exponential, see Protter [36].
Both the above models will fit the framework chosen in this paper, since we model the stock
prices as
(2.1)
for some (Borel measurable) function r]{z) > -1. Under certain conditions on the Lévy measure
associated with Lt , the pricing model
can be written on the form (2.1) with 77(2) = ez - 1. In [B, 9, 10], we used such a stock price model
in a related optimal consumption and portfolio selection problem without transaction costs.
In the present paper, we develop a viscosity solution framework in which it is possible to treat
a rather general dass of Lévy processes. Recali that any Lévy process can be decomposed by the
St = Soe^+^t,
dSt = aSt dt + crSt dWt ,
/>oo
zN{dz,dt),
dSt = aSt dt + aSt dWt + St_ [ r]{z)N(dz,dt),
St = Soe
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Lévy-Khintchine formula as
(2.2)
where TV is a Poisson random measure on the Borel sets of M\{o} being independent of the Wiener
process W. The compensator of N takes the form dt x n{dz), where n{dz) is a a-finite measure
on the Borel sets of M\{o). In (2.2), N denotes the compensated Poisson random measure, and
a, <7 are given constants. The Lévy-Khintchine representation decomposes any Lévy process into
a Wiener process with drift, a compound Poisson process håving jumps of size at least one, and
a pure-jump martingale with jumps strictly less than one (the “small jump” part). The measure
n{dz) is usually called the Lévy measure, and satisfies the integrability condition
We will assume here that the Lévy measure associated to the Poisson random measure integrates
rj2 {z) in a neighborhood around zero (usually taken to be the ball with radius one). Outside this
neighborhood, we suppose that the Lévy measure integrates \r){z)\.
If r]{z) = o{z) near the origin, we have imposed no extra condition on the Lévy measure, i.e., we
can treat Lévy processes with paths of unbounded variation. If the Lévy measure only integrates
z near zero, we have a Lévy process where the ”small jump” part have paths of bounded variation.
Finally, a Lévy process with a measure integrating constants over the origin have a ”small jump”
part belonging to the family of compound Poisson processes.
If rj{z) = ez —l, we see from a Taylor expansion that the condition on the Lévy measure around
zero is trivially fulfilled by the general integrability property of Lévy measures. Thus, all Lévy
processes are included. However, the condition outside a neighborhood of zero does not hold for
a general Lévy process. For instance, the Lévy measure of an a-stable Lévy motion does not
integrate e z 1 at infinity. The Normal inverse Gaussian process, on the other hand, will for
certain parameters integrate ez 1 at infinity, see [37] for the Lévy measure associated to this
specific Lévy process.
We refer to Bertoin [ll] and Sato [3B] for a general treatment of Lévy processes and their
properties.
3. Formulation of the problem
Let (fl, W, {Tt]t>o, P ) be a filtered complete probability space satisfying the usual hypotheses.
where > 0 are constants, C{t) is the cumulative consumption up to time t, Li{t) is the
cumulative value of the shares bought up to time t from the ith stock, Mi{t) is the cumulative
value of the shares sold up to time t from the ith stock, and G [o,l] and > 0 are the
proportional transaction costs of respectively selling and buying shares from the ith stock. We
assume /7 l + > 0 for all i. Moreover, Wi{s) is a standard Brownian motion and Ni is a Poisson
random measure on the Borel sets of 1+ x E\{o) with intensity dt x rii{dz), where dt is the
Lebesgue measure on the positive real line ffi+, rii{dz) is the Lévy measure on M\{o}, and Nz is
the compensated Poisson measure given by Ni{dt, dz) = Ni{dt, dz) - dt x m{dz). We assume that
Lt —at + aWt + f f zN{dt,dz)+ f f zN{dt,dz ),
Jo J\z\<i Jo J\z\> i
/ min(l, z2 ) n{dz) < 00.
JR\{o}
b yut» j «/ jj [ Q j UC CXli ijvl/i CU LUill|JlCl\3 /i- vi/ udlluij llltJ Uu lidi llj Ulllcbcb
We consider a single investor who divides her wealth between one risk-free asset (bank account)
paying a fixed interest rate r> 0 and n> 1 risky assets (stocks). We denote by Xo {t ) the amount
of money the investor has in the bank account and X{ the amount of money the investor has in
the ith stock, i = 1,... ,n. We assume that the investor holdings have the following dynamics:
ri n
Xo{t) =xo - C{t) + / rXo {s ) ds [(1 + Ai)Li{t) -(1 - /x»)Mi(t) I,i=i 1
(3-1) < Xi{t) = Xi+ f diXi{s)ds+ f al Xi {s) dWi{s)
Jo Jo
+[ [ rji{z)Xi{s-) Ni{ds,dz) + Lt {t) - i =
v Jo jK\{o}
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(7Vi}i and {Wi}i are independent processes and that the Lévy process is right-continuous with
left limits. The functions rji{z), i = 1,... ,n, are assumed to be Borel measurable on M\{o} with
the property
In addition, we require the following integrability conditions on the Lévy measure:
(3.3)
(3.4)
In the case of r]i{z) z l z> -\, we see that the integrability condition around zero is the usual one
for Lévy measures. Depending on the form of 771(2), Lévy measures which are singular in zero are
included in our setup.
The following basic assumption on the drift parameters of the stocks is introduced:
This assumption is very natural since it states that the expected rate of return of each stock is
greater than or equal to the risk-free interest rate of the bank account.
Introduce the process of average past consumption
(3.5) dY{t) = (3 dC{t) - sY{t) dt, (3 > 0.
This process has the explicit solution
The integral is interpreted pathwise in a Lebegue-Stieltjes sense. Note that Y is an exponentially
weighted average of past consumption. Higher values of jd imply higher emphasis on the recent
past consumption and less emphasis on the distant past consumption.
The market considered here does not allow short-selling of stocks nor borrowing of money in
the bank. In other words, the amount of money allocated in the bank account and the stocks
must stay nonnegative. Hence the domain for the control problem is
Remark. From now on, we shall use the convention of numbering the coordinates of elements in
V from zero =n+ l; that is, if x G T>, then the zeroth coordinate of xis xO , while the
{N l)th coordinate is y. For later use, we shall also need the ith {i = 0,..., N— 1) unit vector
of Rn .We denote this vector by e* (0,..., 0,1, 0,..., 0).
Let L = (Li,...,Ln ) and M = (Afi,..., Mn ). We refer to II = (C, L,M) as a policy for
investment and consumption if II belongs to the set Ax of admissible Controls. For x G V, we say
that II 6 Ax if the following conditions hold:
(C.l) The processes are adapted, nondecreasing, and right-continuous with left
limits. Moreover, C(O-) = M(O-) = L(O-) = 0, i.e, we allow for an initial jump. Finally,
E[C(f)] < 00, E[L(£)] < 00, and E[M(£)] < 00 for all t > 0.
(C.2) The State process X{t)_= (W 0 {t),Xi (£),... ,Xn {t),Y{t)) respects the State-space con
straint X{t) = Xu {t) G V for all t > 0.
(3.2) rji(z) > -1, i = 1, ... ,n.
/ Vi{z) 2 ni{dz) < 00, i =
J\z\<l
/ (?7i(^)j rii{dz) < 00, i = 1,... ,n.
7| 2 |>i
ai >r, i 1,... ,n.
Y(t) = ye~øt + /3e~øt [ eøs dC{s).
'D = ja: = (x0,Xi,..., xn , y) GRN \y,x{> 0, i - 0,..., n|, N:=n + 2.
Note that thanks to (C.l),
{n
X0 (0) =xo - (7(0) -Y. [(! + Ai)Li(O) -(1 - m)Mi{o)],
xm =X{ + Li{o) Mi{o), i = 1,..., n,
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may differ from Xo (0—), Ab(O-), i = 1,..., n, because of possible consumption/transaction(s) at
time t 0. Moreover, since rjfiz) > —l, we will have > 0 for all t > 0 whenever ap > 0.
This implies that 0 G for all x E V.
The objective of the investor is to maximize her expected utility over an infinite investment
horizon. The functional to be optimized is
where U is the investor’s utility function and S > 0 is the discount factor. We introduce the
following assumptions on the utility function;
(U.l) U(z) is a continuous, nondecreasing, and concave function on [0,oo) with U(0) = 0.
(U.2) There exist 7 6 (0,1) and constant K> 0 such that U{z) <K{ 1 + 2) 7 for all 2 £ [0,oo).
In addition, we require that
and
(3.7)
Remark. We need condition (3.7) to construct a strict supersolution of our Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation, and not to prove that the value function of the control problem is finite. When
the stock price processes are geometric Brownian motions, the optimal portfolio selection and
consumption problem without transaction costs (known as Merton’s problem) is well-defined under
condition (3.7), see Davis and Norman [ls] or Akian, Menaldi, and Sulem [l] for further details.
We are facing a singular stochastic control problem, which will be studied using the dynamic
programming method. Without giving a proof, we will assume throughout this paper that the
following dynamic programming principle holds:
Proposition 3.1 (Dynamic Programming Principle). For any stopping time r and t > 0, the
value function satisfi.es:
(3.9)
For x € V, let us define a second order degenerate elliptic integro-differential operator A by
The dynamic programming (or Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman) equation associated with our control
problem is a second order degenerate elliptic integro-differential variational inequality of the form
We denote by Dx v the gradient of v with respect to x, D2 v the Hessian of v with respect to x,
C{Dx v) = -vXQ + /3vy , and
J{x-,U)=e[J e~st U(Yu (t)) di], xG V,
(3.6) S > a := max a*I<i < n
L I=l
We define the value function as
(3.8) V{x)= sup (rc; II), xG V.
n £AX
V{x) = sup E[ [ e~ ås U{Yn {s)) ds + e~6^V{Xn {t A r))l
uga x 0 J
n i n
Av{x) = -fiyvy + rx0 vXo + aixivx { + - a\x\vXiXi
i=l i-l
71 r.
+/Z / \ v (x + Vi{z)xiei) - v(x) - T]i{z)xiVXi {x)) m{dz).
max[U{y) -Sv+ Av , max [-(1 + X t )vXo +vXi ], max [(1 - n)vXQ - vXi ],-vXo + /3vy ) =O.\ o<z<n /
C{Dx v) - max Ci{Dx v ), Ci{Dx v) = -(1 + Ai)vXo + vXiKi<n
M{Dx v) = max M t {Dx v), Mi{Dx v ) =(1 - 0 -Ki<n
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Moreover, we introduce the drift vector b{x) {rxo, a\Xi, ..., anxn , j3y) G RN , the Nx N
diffusion matrix a (x) = diag(o, u\X\ ,..., anxn , 0), the zth jump vector pi{x,z) = rjl {z)xl ei €
for i 1,,n, and the non-local operator
Finally, we introduce the operator
Note that b{x) and a {x) are uniformly Lipschitz continuous and that the operator T is degenerate
elliptic in the sense that
where rG M, i,pG A, Å G S N , and S Ar denotes the set of Nx N symmetric matrices with
the usual partial ordering; that is, A< A means (A£, £) < {A£, £) for all G RN . Here and in
what follows, (•,  ) denotes the Euclidean inner product.
Now our Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation can be written more compactly as
(3.10)
To have a well-posed problem, we need to augment our dynamic programming equation (3.10)
with a suitable boundary condition. Condition (C.2) is a state-space constraint which translates
naturally into the following so-called staté constraint boundary condition (see Section 4 for details)
(3.11)
Our main results are stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. The value function V defined in (3.8) is well defined, concave, nondecreasing, it
satisfies the sublinear growth condition
and it is uniformly continuous on V. Moreover, the value function V is the unique viscosity
solution of (3.10)-(3.11) in the dass of sublinearly growing Solutions.
Theorem 3.2 is a consequence of the results stated and proved in Section 5 and Section 6.
4. Viscosity Solutions
We now introduce a proper notion of constrained viscosity Solutions for integro-differential
variational inequalities. Via the dynamic programming method, this notion of weak Solutions will
be our main tool for analysing the investment-consumption model described in Section 3. A notion
of viscosity Solutions for integro-differential equations was first used by Soner [43, 44] and Sayah
[39, 40] for problems involving a first order local operator. Alvarez and Tourin [3] and Barles,
Buckdahn, and Pardoux [s] later used this notion for integro-differential equations involving a
second order local operator, while Pham [34] used this notion for second order integro-differential
quasi-variational inequalities associated with the optimal stopping time problem for controlled
jump-diffusion processes. All the papers cited so far prove various existence and uniqueness results
for the ”whole space” case and hence do not take into account boundary conditions.
As already mentioned several times, for our investment-consumption problem we need the notion
of constrained viscosity Solutions since we do not allow for short-selling of stocks nor borrowing
of money in the bank. The notion of constrained viscosity Solutions was first introduced by Soner
[42] and later Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Lions [l7] for first order partial differential equations, see also
Lasry and Lions [3o], Lions and Ishii [27], and Katsoulakis [29] for second order partial differential
equations. In [43], Soner used the notion of constrained viscosity Solutions for certain first order
n r
B{x,v,Dx v) =V' / (v{x + r}i{x,z)) - v{x) - (r]i{x,z), Dx v) ) rii{dz)
T(x, v, Dx v , D2x v , S(z, u, D^))
U{y) -6v + (b{x),Dx v) + -Tr (a[x) 2 D 2x v) + B(x,v,Dx v)
T{x, r,p, A, B{x, r,p)) < T{x, r,p, A, B{x, r,p)) whenever A < A,
max(f{x,v,Dx v,Dlv,B{x,v,Dxv)),£{Dx v),M{Dx v),C(Dx = 0 in V.
Dx v, Dl,B{x,v,Dxv)), C{Dx v), M{Dx v),C{Dx <0 on dV.
n
0 < V{x) < Const • +EXi + y) , X = {xo ,Xi, ... ,xn ,y) e T>,i-0
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integro-differential equations associated with piecewise deterministic processes with jumps. More
recently, Benth, Karlsen, and Reikvam [B, 9, 10] used the notion of constrained viscosity Solutions
for first and second order integro-differential variational inequalities.
Let O C V. In what follows, we let Cp [o) denote the usual space of p > 0 times continuously
differentiable functions on O. We shall also need the following spaces of semicontinuous functions
on O:
USC{O) = : O Ev is upper semicontinuous|
LSC{O) = 0 Ev is lower semicontinuous
For notational convenience, whenever v belongs to CP ((D ) and for some u > 0 satisfies
(4.1)
we shall signify this by writing v G Cp {o). Similarly, we write v G USC„{O) {LSC„{O)) if v
satisfies (4.1) and belongs to USC{O) (LSC[O)).
Although we prove later that the value function is continuous, we will formulate our ”viscosity
related” results and in particular a strong comparison principle (Theorem 6.6) in terms of semi
continuous viscosity sub- and supersolutions. The main reason for working with semicontinuous
functions is the need for such in the study of numerical methods for our investment-consumption
model, which is the topic of future work. In particular, convergence analysis of numerical methods
for this model relies heavily on the strong comparison principle proved in this paper.
In what follows, it will be useful to distinguish the singularities at zero and infinity. To this
end, we introduce two operators For k G (0,1) and v G C2 {V), we define
and thus BK is convergent thanks to (3.3). Furthermore, (3.3) implies
(4.2)
For k G (0,1) and v G C}(V), we define
The integrand of BK is bounded by Const (x,Dx v,k) (l 4- \Vi{z)\) and thus (3.4) implies that BK
is convergent for every positive k.
Note that for v G C2 {T> ), we can write
(4.3)
We thus conclude that the dynamic programming equation (3.10) is well defined for all v G C2 {V).
However, in many applications the solution of (3.10) is not C 2 or even Cl . Consequently, the
dynamic programming equation (3.10) should be interpreted in the sense of viscosity Solutions.
Kæ)|
SUP /-. , \ v 00 >
*eo (1 + l^ l=o Xi+y)
n
Bk(x, v, Dx v) =V' / + z)) - v(x) - (77.(3;, z), n.(dz).
Keeping in mind that r]i{x,z) = r]i{z)xi6i , we can rewrite BK to obtain
n /* 1 f
Bk {x,v, Dx v) =S2 / / ((1- 6)D2x v{x + 9r]l {x,z))rii{x,z),r]i{x,z)) rii{dz) dØ
i=l Jo J\z\<k x '
n r
< Const {x,D 2x v,k)' / r]i{z) 2 rii{dz),
i= i A z \< k
lim Bk {x,v , Dx v ) = 0
TL r,
B K{x,v,Dxv) = / {v{x + T]i{x,z)) -v{x) - {T]i{x,z),Dx v)')ni {dz)
i— i l z l> K
B{x,v,Dx v) = Bk {x,v,Dx v) + B*{x,v,Dx v)
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Definition 4.1. (i) Let O C V. A locally bounded function v G USC{V) (LSC{V)) is a viscosity
subsolution {supersolution) of (3.10) in (9 if and only if Vø G Ci((9) we have:
{for each x G O being a global maximizer (minimizer) relative to O of v ø,max(f{ , v, Dx ({), Dl cj),B {x, (j),Dx (f))), £{DX (I)),M{DX (f>), C{Dx >0 (< 0).
(ii) A function v G C{V) is a constrained viscosity solution of (3.10) if and only if u is a viscosity
supersolution of (3.10) in V and v is a viscosity subsolution of (3.10) in V.
Hereafter we use the terms subsolution and supersolution instead of viscosity subsolution and
viscosity supersolution, respectively. Furthermore, a viscosity solution of (3.10)-(3.11) is of course
the same as a constrained viscosity solution of (3.10).
For r>o, ø G C2 {V), and v G USC\{V) or v G LSC\{V), let us introduce the notation
Note that BK {x, ø, -Dx ø) and $ K (x, u, Dx ø) are well defined. We now have the following equivalent
formulation of viscosity Solutions.
Lemma 4.1. Let O C V and fix any k > 0. A function v G USCi{V){LSCi{V)) is a subsolution
(supersolution) of (3.10) in Oif and only i/ Vø G C2 {V) we have:
(4.5)
{for each xG O being a global maximizer (minimizer) relative to Oofv ø,max^D{ ,v,Dx (j),D 2x (j),BK {x,(J),Dx (j)) ) B K {x,v,Dx (p)),jC{Dx (f),M{Dx (l)),C{D x > 0(< 0).
Proof. We prove the statement only for the subsolutions, the supersolution case can be proved
similarly. Suppose v satisfies
(4.6)
where x e O is a global maximizer relative to O for v (f), (f G C2 {V). Then
for all x<E O. Consequently, since BK {x, ø, Dx (f) > BK {x, v, Dx <p), we can use (4.3) and (4.6) to
conclude that
From this observation we eventually conclude that v is a subsolution of (3.10) in O if (4.5) holds.
Conversely, let i G 0 be a global maximizer relative to O for v ø, f> G C2 {V). With
t = (0, ti, ..., tn , 0), let Åf{x,t) CRN denote the open hyperellipse centered in x with semiaxis
0, ti ,..., tn , 0 and let Afo{x,t) = j\f (x, t)nO. With u{x, k) = (0, jf, ..., 0), let Xk be a smooth
function satisfying 0 < \k < 1, Xk - lin No {x, rj{x, k)-u{x, k)) , and \k = oin o\Lfo {x,r/{x, k)).
Note that as k—> oc, we have u{x,k) —A 0 and hence Xk >1 in Åfo {x,rj{x, k)) . If we choose a
suitable Vk G Cf°{T>) such that Vkf v a.e. as A: —> 00, then the function
belongs to C'f{T>) and xis a global maximizer relative to Oof v -ø*.. Moreover, -a ø
in Ålo[x,t]{x,k)) as fc -y oo and ifk = vk in o\Mo[x,rj{x, k)) . In fact, we have ipk = ø in
Åfo[x,r]{x, k) - u{x,k)) so that Dx ifk {x) = Hx ø(x). From these properties and Lebesgue’s dom
inated convergence theorem, we get
B{x, ifk) - BK {x,ifk ,Dx (j)) + B K {x,ifk ,Dx (t)) -y BK {x, ø, Dx ø) + B K {x, v, Dx (p) as k 00.
Choosing ipk as test function in the definition (4.4) of a subsolution and then sending k—y 00, we
see that (4.5) holds if v is a subsolution of (3.10) in O.  
F{x, v, Dx (f>, D 2x c(), Bk {x, <j), Dx cf)),BK {x, v, D x (j> ))
= U{y)-Sv + {b{x),Dx v) + -Tr{a{x)'2 D 2xv) + BK {x,(p, Dx 4>) + B K {x, v, Dx <f>).
Jr{x,v,Dx cl),BK {x,(t),D x (j)),BK {x,v,Dx (f))) > 0,
v{x) v{x) < 4>[x) (f){x)
F{x,v,Dx <j>,B{x,<j>,D x 4>)) = F{x,v,Dx (t),BK {x,(f),Dx (j)),B K {x,(t),Dx (j))) > 0.
= Xk{x)(f){x) + (1 - Xk{x))vk {x)
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We remark that Lemma 4.1 is an adaption of a similar lemma in Soner [42], see also Sayah
[39] and [B]. It will be convenient to use Definition 4.1 when proving existence of a constrained
viscosity solution (see Theorem 6.1). On the other hand, a formulation of viscosity Solutions based
on the notion of jets is more convenient when proving uniqueness (see Theorem 6.6).
Definition 4.2. Let x G O C V. For a function v G USC{O) {LSC(O)), the second order
superjet ( suhjet) is the set of (p,A) <E RN x E> N such that
The closure Jq+( } v{x) is the set of (p, A) GRN x § Af for which there exists a sequence (pk ,Ak ) G
v{xk ) such that {x k , v{xk ),pk , Ah ) —> {x,v{x),p,A) as k -> 00.
In view of Lemma 4.1 and Definition 4.2, we have now the following formulation of viscosity
Solutions based on jets, which is similar to the formulation used in Pham [34],
Lemma 4.2. Let O C V and fix any k > 0. Let v G USCX {V) (.LSCX (V)) be a subsolution_i_ ( \
(supersolution) of (3.10) in O. Then, for each (p,A) that belongs to Jq v{x) with x G O,
there exists a test function (f) G C 2 {T>) such that
The test function (p is such that v— (p has a global maximum (minimum) at xk relative to O with
x k —y xas k oo.
Proof. Let (p,A) G Jq+{ ] v{x). Then there exists (pk ,Ak ) G J^’ +( K{xk ) such that {pk , Ak ) ->
(.Pi A) and (xk ,v{x k )) —y (x,v(x )) as k 00. Using standard arguments (see, e.g., [l9]), one can
prove that (pk ,Ak ) G J2cf+[ ~ ) v{xk ) if and only if there exists <p G C2 {V) such that (p{xk ) = v(x k ),
Dx (p{xk ) = pk , D 2x (p{xk ) = Ak , and v- ø has a global maximum (minimum) relative to Oat xk .
Therefore, (4.7) holds with x = x k , p = pk , A Ak . The lemma now follows by sending k -> oo
and using continuity of the equation.  
Later we shall prove a comparison principle for (3.10)-(3.11). To this end, we need the following
maximum principle for semicontinuous functions taken from [l3]:
Theorem 4.3 (Crandall, Ishii, and Lions [l3]). Let Obe a locally compact subset of . Let
uu~U2 € USC(O) and G C2 {o x O). Suppose GOxO is a local maximizer of
ui (x) - u2 (x) - ip(x,x). Then for every v> 0 there exist two matrices A, Å G such that
and
(4 ' B ) - f o -Å ) - + v(D 2 p{xifi ,Xy} )f.
The norm of a symmetric matrix Ais \\A\\ = G RN , < l|.
5. Properties of the value function
In this section, we prove that the value function possesses some basic monotonicity, growth,
and continuity properties. The techniques used to prove these properties are by now rather
standard in the literature. In particular, the results stated (and proved) in this section are in
spired by the corresponding results in Zariphopoulou [45, 46] (see also [47]), who study a related
investment-consumption model with transaction costs in the case of geometric Brownian motion
and a standard time-additive (von Neumann-Morgenstern) utility functional.
Proposition The value function V is nonnegative, nondecreasing, and concave on its un
bounded domain V with V(0) =O.
v{x) < (>) v (x) 4- {p, x-x) + \{A{x - x),x -x) + o{\x - x\ 2 ) as O 3 x x.
(4.7) max^J7{x,v.p,A,BK {x,(f),Dx (j)),B K >0 (< 0).
{Dx ip[xip , GJq u\ {xtp), (
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Proof. Since U is nonnegative, V is obviously nonnegative. Furthermore, it is easily seen that
II = (0,0,0) is the only admissible control when starting at the origin. From the definition of the
processes AT (t), Af{t), i = I ,n, and Y{t), we see that they will remain at the origin if they
start there and thus V(0) =O. We next prove the monotonicity of V. Let >xt and y> y for
i = 0,1,..., n, and assume II G Ax . Then
Consider now Zi{t ) = A*(t) - Xi(t), i = 0,1,... ,n, where Xt := AfI,n and Xi := Af~n. A direct
calculation shows that
Hence, Zi(t) is a stochastic (Dooleans-Dade) exponential with initial condition x t - Xi > 0. Since
T]i{z) > -1, we get Zi{t) > 0 (see, e.g., Frotter [34]). Thus, II e A±, and since U is nondecreasing,
Finally, taking the supremum over the set of Ax - Controls gives the desired monotonicity of V.
We now prove the concavity of V. For x, x G T>, consider two arbitrary Controls fl e Ax and
II e dj. Let 6 e [o,l] be a fixed number and define the control II to be II = +(1 - 6) H. We
now prove that II e Ax , where x=9x+ (1 - 9)x. The concavity of V will follow from this and
the assumption that U is concave. We calculate
Hence, by uniqueness of the paths,
Y{t) := Yy 'n {t) = + Pe~øt I ePs dC{s)
J[o,t]
=(y - y)e-øt + Yy 'n {t ) > F2
ZQ {t) {xo - xo) + / rZo {s)ds,
Jo
which yields Zo{t) > 0. Furthermore,
Zi{t) = (xt - Xi) + f a.iZi{s)ds + f UiZi{s)dWi{s) +f [ rn(z)Zl {s-) Ni{ds,dz).
Jo Jo Jo JR\{o}
r rOO roo
E / e~ 6t U(Y(t)) dt < E / e-6t U{Y{t)) dt <V{x)L 7o -1
9Xo {t) +(1 - 6)Xq (t) =xo - (ØC(t) +(1 - 9)C{t)) + [ r{OXois) +(1 - 6)Xo {s)) dsJo
n
+ Xi)Li{t) + (1 $)(1 + Xi)Li{t)^ji— 1
n
+ Y. 9(i - ViWi{t) +(i - ø)(i - (ii)Mi{t)
i=l
xq C{t) -{- f r {exo (s) + (1 9)Xo (s)) dsJo
n
- ((1 + Ai)Li{t) -(1 - )).2=l
A'on (() = «Af(t) + (l-0)Xoft (t).
A similar calculation yields
OMt) +(1 - o)Xi{t) = Xi + f al (dXl {s) +(1 - Ø)Xi(s)) ds + U{t) - Ml (t)Jo
+f [ Vi{z){OMs) + {l-o)Xi {s))Ni {ds,dz)Jo jR\{o}
+ [ [OXi{s) +(1 6)Xi[s)) dWi{s).Jo
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Again by uniqueness of the paths,
Finally,
and thus
In conclusion, II G Ax . We therefore easily see, using the concavity of U ,
Taking the supremum over II e A£ and II GAx yields the desired concavity of V.
We next show that the valne function is dominated by the utility function U.
Proposition 5.2. For x = {x0 ,x 1 ,... ,xn ,y) eV and z=xo + Y!i=i xi + v/P, we have
V(x) <
Proof. Introduce the process
with initial condition Z{o) =2. Using (3.1) and (3.5), a direct calculation yields
XP(t) = ffXp(t) + (l-ff)Xp(t).
Y{t) = y 4-Ø(ec{t) +(1 - e)C{t)) ~/3 [ (i9Y{s ) +(1 - Ø)y(s)) dsJo
Yn {t) =9Ytl {t) +(1 -9)Yn {t).
e-st U{Yil
< E[J e~st U{Yu {t)) di] < F(x).
n
z(t) =Xq {t) + Y,X,{t)+Y{t)/0i=l
rt n
Z{t) =xo - C(t) + J rXo {s)ds - + -(1 -
n „t n ~t n
+ / "^2aiXl {s) ds + / y^aiXi{s)dWi{s)





+ Y,L.(t) - ]T M.(t) + ,/J- / Y{s)ds + C(t)
i= 1 i=l
rt n ~t n
=z + I ( rXo (S) + ajXj (s) ) ds + / (TiXj{s) dWj{s)
Jo V i=i i=i
rt r Ti
+ / yt rH {z)Xi {B-)Ni {dB,dz)
J 0 JR\{o}
n n t
+ + y)Ii (()- /
i= 1 i=l ®
rt rt n
<z+ åZ{s)ds+ / crXj(s) dWj(s)
Jo Jo i=l
+[ [ Y]vi{z)Xi{s-) Ni{ds,dz) - [ Y(s)ds,JO JR\{o} JO
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where we have used a max* a,: > r and T(s) >0 to derive the inequality from the second
equality. Taking the expectation on both sides, we get
From Gronwalhs inequality it follows that
Since U is concave, we apply Jensen’s inequality to get
where we have used that U is nondecreasing. This concludes the proof of the proposition.  
From the general bound of the value function in terms of the investohs utility, we immediately
get a sublinear growth estimate and continuity at the origin.
Corollary 5.3. For all x G V there exists a positive constant K such that
Proof. This follows from condition (U.2) on the utility function and Proposition 5.2.
Corollary 5.4. V is continuous at the origin.
Proof. Let x k GVbe a sequence such that xk -A oas k 00. Furthermore, let z k —xq +
S”=i xi +yk /P and use Proposition 5.2 to obtain V{xk ) < U{6zk )/6. But since zk -> oas k -) oo
and Uis continuous at the origin with U{o) =O, we get V{xk ) -i 0. Hence, the corollary follows
since V (0) =O.  
We now show that the value function is uniformly continuous on the closure of V.
Proposition 5.5. The value function V is uniformly continuous on T>.
Proof. Since V is concave, it is continuous on V. It remains to prove that V is continuous on dV.
Without loss of generality, we will consider only the case of one risky asset (n = 1).
Consider a sequence (x£,G V such that {x^,x^,yk ) -A (ar o ,a;i,o) as A; -A 00, where
%o,xi > 0. By the triangle inequality
v (xoi x i,yk ) - V{xq,xi ,O)) < \V{xq,xk ,y k ) - V{xq,x ku y k )\
+ \V{xo ,xk ,y k ) - V{xo ,xl ,yk )\ + \V{xo , xi , y k ) - F(xo ,xi,o)
The concavity of the value function implies that V is locally Lipschitz continuous on V, and
therefore the two first terms on the right hand side of the inequality can be controlled as k -> 00.
Hence, to show continuity it is sufficient to show that for any given e > 0, there exists a natural
number N£ such that \V{xo ,x l ,y k ) - V{xo ,x l ,o)\ < e ior k > Ne . But since Vis increasing this
amounts in showing that for a given £ > 0 there exists a natural number N£ such that
E [Z{t)]<z +ål E[Z(s)]ds- [ E[F (s)] dsJo Jo
E [Z{t)\ <ze“‘-eME[| e~~as Y(s)ds ,
or, equivalently since Z{t) > 0,
e[ j e~ nsY{s) ds\<z- e~ mE[Z{t)\ <z.
From the assumption S > a* for all i = 1,..., n, we obtain
e[J e-&s Y{s)ds\<z.
r r°° i / r r°° i\ i
e~ s ’U(Y(s))ds\< s U {E[Je-l,Y{s)dsjj
n
(5.1) 0 < V[x] < K +xq+'y' Xi 4- .
i— i
V{xo ,xl ,y k ) < y(a:o ,a;i,o) + £,
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for k> N£ . We show this as follows. Let ll* G A{xo}Xuyk ) be an e - optimal control and introduce
%o =xo + dCk {t) = dCk {t) + ± yk 6o {t), where 60 {t) =oif i ± 0 and <J0 (£) =lift= 0. We
use the notation fP := (Ck ,Lk , Mk ). A straightforward calculation shows that
by uniqueness of the paths._Therefore, (£) > 0 for t> 0. Obviously, X*1 ' 11 * (£) = Xf 1 ’11^)
Inserting the definition of II fc gives
again by uniqueness of the paths. Hence, (£) > 0 for all t > 0. We conclude that ll* G
A(x k Xl 0 y By e - admissibility,
Since Vis continuous on V, there exists aN£ such that V{xq , aq, 0) < V(x0 , aq, 0) + e for k > N£ .
This is true since Xq -> x 0 as k -)• 00. In conclusion,
Consider now a sequence {x^x\,yk ) G V such that [x^ : x\,yk ] -> (o,aq ,y) as k-A 00, where
xi,y > 0. By a similar argument as above, it is sufficient to show that
for A: large enough. Let = ( Ck ,Lk ,Mk ) be an £ - admissible control for (zj,aq,y). Define
dMk {t) dMk {t) + if) and xk =aq + Note that Mk {t) is increasing. Introduce the
control U k {Ck , Lh , Mk ). By pathwise uniqueness, we get
which gives X* I,fl (£) > 0 for every t> 0. Obviously, Yy ’nk {t) - Yy ’nk {t), and we therefore have
G Bepeating the argument that produced (5.2), we get (5.3) and hence continuity
for the part of the boundary where xq = 0.
=xo + ~yk - Ck (t) - + j‘rXf°-n \s)dS
n
- E((! + Ai)£.‘W -(1 “ /*iWt(t)) = xs°-n\t)i— 1
r°'n ‘(t) = Pe~et -yk + Pe-6t [ e1 dCk (s) = Y>“ ’ n ‘ (i)
P J[q,t]
r f°°
V{xo ,xu y k ) <E[y e-si U{Yyk ' ll\t))dt\ +e
r r°°
=e[ / e-«£7(yO,e‘ (i )) dtj +c = +e.
( 5 - 2 ) V{xo ,xi,y k ) < F(xo ,xi,o) + 2e
for k > N£ and hence V is continuous at (xo,xi,o).
(5.3) V{x%,xi,y) < V{o,X!,y) + 2e,
-^?’nfc (*) - -ck {t) + [ rx%'n\s) ds- (1- X)Lk {t)Jo
+ (l-M)Mt (() + -£L(I-/x)1 - //
= xk -Ck {t) + [ rX°'nk {s)ds-{l-X)Lk {t) + il-n)Mk {t)=xf0 'u\t),Jo
which implies ArQ ,n ( t ) > 0 for all t> 0. Similarly,
xf"U\t) =xl + —-+ f aXf1 ' U \s)ds+ I crXf"nk {s)dW{s)1 f 1 Jo Jo
+ [ f ri(z)Xl'’n \s-)N(ds,dz) + Lk (t)-Mk = X*"n\t),Jo Jr\{o} 1 - fi
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Finally, consider a sequence , y k ) G V such that (xjj, y k ) -> (xO , O, y) as k-> 00, where
xo,y > 0. Again it is sufficient to show
for k large enough. As usual, let Uk = ( Ck ,Lk ,Mk ) be an e - admissible control for (xo ,xs,y).
Define dLk {t) = dLk {t) + x\åo{t) and xg =xo+ (1 + A)x{. Let Hfc := ( Ck ,Lk ,Mk ). Pathwise
uniqueness gives
and hence X°’n (t) > 0 for all t> 0. Obviously, Yv 'n {t) = Yy 'n [t) and we therefore have
n £ Al (x£,o,y)- The same argument as before yields (5.4) and thus continuity for the part of the
boundary where x\ = 0.
_ From Corollary 5.4, we know that F is continuous at the origin. Hence, V is continuous on
V and uniformly continuous on every compact subset of V. By the concavity property, we know
that Vis locally Lipschitz continuous on V. Consequently, Vis uniformly continuous on V.  
6. Proofs of the main results
In this section, we first prove that the value function of our control problem can be characterized
as a constrained viscosity solution of the associated dynamic programming equation, i.e., the
integro-differential variational inequality (3.10). As already mentioned in the introduction, for
singular control problems the classical proof (see Lions [3l]) of the viscosity property fails. The
reason being that the state process may jump due to the singular Controls and thus it needs not
to stay in a small ball for small t. Our situation is further complicated by the fact that we work
with diffusion processes whose (uncontrolled) sample paths may be discontinuous. The problem
associated with singular Controls has usually been circumvented by either relying on the existence
of optimal Controls (see, e.g., [l6, 26, 46]) or by establishing appropriate estimates for the State
process (see, e.g., [l9, 41]). Here we use a more direct argument to show that the value function
possesses the (constrained) viscosity property. Our argument is similar to the one used by Benth,
Karlsen, and Reikvam [B, 9], see also Alvarez [2],
Theorem 6.1. The value function V defined in (3.8) is a constrained viscosity solution of the
dynamic programming equation (3.10).
We divide the proof of this theorem into two propositions.
Proposition 6.2. The value function V is a supersolution of (3.10) in V.
Proof. Let <f G C\ (V) and x G V be a global minimizer of V -<f. Without loss of generality we may
assume that [V - <f>){x) =O. Choosing (7(0) =O, M*(0) =O, Lj(0) =h > Ofor any l, G (o,Xj],
i = 1,..., n, and t=o in the dynamic programming principle (3.9), we get
where we recall that denotes the zth unit vector in RN , i = 0,..., n+ 1. Dividing by k and
sending k 0, we conclude that
(5.4) V[xQ ,x\,y) < V{xo ,o,y) +e,
X*k°'n\t) =xo+ (1 + \)x\ - C{t) + / rlpl'(s) dsJo
- (1 + A)Lk (t) - (1 + X)xk +(1 - = X*0 ’* k {t)
and hence Xq 0 ' 11 ( t) > 0 for all t> 0. Similarly,
X°'n\t) = [ aX°'n\s)ds+ f 1 aX°'n \s)dW{s)Jo Jo
+f f v{z)X°'nk {s-)N{ds,dz)+Lk {t)+xi-Mk {t)=xf"Uk (t)
Jo J R\{o}
4>{x) = V{x) > V{x -(1 + Xi)heo + l.id) > <j>{x -(1 + Ai)^eo + Z*ei),
(6-1) Ci{Dx )(p{x) —(1 + A i)4>x 0 + <t>n <O, i 1,... ,n.
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Choosing C(0) =O, M*(0) = m», for any m, G (0, a;»], Li(0) =O, i = 1,..., n, and t=o in the
dynamic programming principle (3.9), we get
0(x) =V{x) > V(x + (1 - fii)mieo - m*ei) > (f{x + (1 - /r*)mjeo -
Dividing by m* and sending -> 0, we conclude that
Choosing C(0) =c, for any cG (o,a:o ], Mj(0) =O, Li{o) =O, * = 1,...,n, and t=o in the
dynamic programming principle (3.9), we get
0(x) = V{x) >V{x- ce0 + (3cen+ i ) > cp(x - ce0 + /3cen+ l)
Dividing by c and sending c -> 0, we conclude that
(6.3) C{Dx cj)){x) = ~(f)Xo {x) + /3(f>y {x) < 0.
With II G Ax , let Tp be the exit time of X{t) = A"n (t) from the closed ball J\fp with radius p
and center at x. By choosing p small enough, Åfp CV. Using the dynamic programming principle
(3.9) with h A rp , fl =O, the inequality V> ø, and Dynkin’s formula, we obtain
By the right continuity of the paths, tp > 0 a.s. Hence, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem, e| I_e ——j = <5. Dividing the above inequality by h, sending h-> 0 and then
p —>• 0, we obtain
(6.4) U{y) - SV {x) + Acf{x) <O.
From (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4), we conclude that V is a supersolution.
To prove the subsolution property, we shall need the following easy result.
Lemma 6.3. // x' G V can he reached from x G V by an investment and consumption policy, i.e.,
for some nonnegative constants c, li, mi, i = 1,...,n, then V{x) > V{x').
Proposition 6.4. The value function V is a subsolution of (3.10) in V.
Proof. Let (j) G Cf(V) and x G V be a global maximizer of V - ø. Without loss of generality
we may assume [V (f){x) = 0 and that the maximum is strict. Arguing by contradiction, we
suppose that the subsolution inequality (4.4) is violated at x. By continuity, we can find an e > 0
and a nonempty open neighborhood Ap (Afv =Mfl V for some nonempty open ball Åf C M.N
centered in x) such that V<f»- e on dÅfv, and in A/x> one has the following series of inequalities
(6.5)
With II = (C,L,M) G Ax , let r* be the exit time of the State process X{t) from A/p>. We also
introduce tl, the first time the State process jumps because of the Lévy process, and recall that
ri > 0 a.s. Define the stopping time r = r* A 77,. If necessary, we truncate r by a constant to
make it finite. Let A {rp =o} and note that this is a set of zero probability.
(6.2) Mi{Dx )(j){x) =(1 - m)(f>Xo {x) - <j) Xi {x) <O, i = 1,... ,n.
r f hATp ->
0 > E[y e~stU{Y (£)) dt + e~ 6(' A rp ))J - <f>{x)
>E' e-**{tf(y(*)) - <ty(*(i)) + di] '
r 1 p~fi{hf\TP ) -i /-
> e J _inf I £/(£) - <5ø(Æ) + |.
n n




[ 4> cbVp Åf f
' -(1 + Ai)(f)x0 + (j>Xi <O, i 1,..., n
(1 /^i)Øxo (pXi i—l,. . . , TI,
ft&y fixo
, U{y) -SV + A<j>< -e6.
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If r* < tl we know with positive probability that the control II(£) - {C{t), L{t), M{t)) has
made the State process jump out of Let x 1 be the intersection point between dNv and the
line between X{r—) and X{r). Since this line can be written as a linear combination of the vectors
(f) is nonincreasing along this line in A/©. Thanks to Lemma 6.3, we also know that Vis nonin
creasing along this line in V. Hence,
(6.6)
In what follows, we let and L c {t) denote the continuous parts of C{t), L{t), and
M{t), respectively. Moreover, we let AC{t) = C{t)-C{t-), AL{t) = L{t)-L{t-), and AM(t) =
M{t) Using (6.5), (6.6), and It6’s formula for semimartingales, we get
(6.7)
where we have introduced the short-hand notations
and
~eo + (3en+ l, ~(1 + Aj)e0 + e*, i = 1,... ,n, (1 - /Zi)eo - e*, i = 1,..., n,
V{X (r*)) < V{x') < <f>{x') -e< ø(X(r*-)) - e.
f e~ 6t U(Y{t)) di + e~Sr * V{X(r*))Jo
< r e~ st U(Y(t))dt + e~‘r ' -e)Jo
< (f>{x) - ee~ST * + J e~ åt {u{Y{t)) + A(f>{X{t))} dt
+É f e~ at (-(l + A.Wx„ + <Ax.) dLUt)
i=l J °
+É/ e-Si ((\-m)4>X0-4>, i )dMt(t)+ e~“ +My )dC;i=l •'O
+ y e~“AL 'M’°m +Yf /
te[o,r*) i- 1  ' R \{o}
< (p{x) -ee år * +(1 - e 6r *) < cj){x) -e,
= (p{Xt - + r]i(x, z)) - <t>{Xt -)
n
&LM’c<P(.t) = 4>[x(t-)+ [aC(i) +^[(l+ ft)AMi(l) - (1 + AiJALirø]]^i— 1
n
+ 's2[&Li{t)-AMi {t)]ei + PAC{t)en+l ) - <f>{X{t-)).2—l
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On the set {r* > rL ] n Ac , we have t— ti and calculate as follows
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(6.8)
To derive the third inequality in (6.8) from the second, we have assumed that
n
(V(r*-) + [AC(r') + y|{l + |li )4Mi (T > ) - (1 + A.)AL,(T')]leo
so that AC ' L ' M < 0. In view of Lemma 6.3, we can make such an assumption without
generality. From (6.7) and (6.8), we finally get
loss of
The proof is now finished after observing that the dynamic programming principle (3.9) gives
V{x ) < (j){x), which is a contradiction since (V 4>){x) =O.  
f L e-åtU{Yt ) dt + e~ STL V{XTL )
Jo
< f L e- st U{Yt )dt + e-6T^{XTL )
Jo
< <Kx) + J L e-St {u{Y(t)) -,51/ + A(f>iX{t))} dt
n r TL
+ E/0 + ao^o +<!>,,)amt)
™ f TL rrL
+E / ' "((! - - </>*.) dM‘{t) + / e~ st {-<t>x 0 + My) dCti—i  'o 7o
+ E e-“AL - M'C4,(t) + V [ L I
te[o,rL ] I=l J°
< (j>{x) - ee~åTL + e(l - e~ &TL ) +Y] f f Ni(dt,dz)
i=l Jo JR\{o}
< (f){x) -e+V [ L [ AV<t>{t) Ni{dt , dz).
i=i M(o}
n
+ £ [Aii(r*) - AMi(r*)] e f + /3AC(r*)en+l ) 6 A/£,
E e-åtU{Yt )dt + e-åT V{XT )
<E[WI (/ e-st U(Yt )dt + e-Sr'V(XT-))
+ e[i r->rL {[ e~st U(Yt ) dt + e- SrM/(A%j}]
<e[i T * <TL \(p{x)-£+[ f Avi (j)N{dt,dz)]]1 L Jo JR\{o} J J
+ e!" l t *> Tl { <j>{x) e(l e +V [ f A^(J)Ni{dt,dz)\]
1 i=i  'o JR\{o}
< - eE[l - l r .> TL e” <srL ] + E [Yl f f A?øiVi(di,dz)J
< (f){x) - — e 6tl
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Definition 6.1. Let O C V. A locally bounded function v E LSC{V) is a stnct supersolution of
(3.10) in O if and only if Vø E Cf(O) we have;
f for each x E O being a global minimizer relative to O of v - ø,
\max^T{x,v,Dx (j),D 2x (j),B{x,(t),Dx (l))),jriDx (j)),M{Dx (t)),C{Dx < -ti,
for some constant ti > 0.
Remark. Notice that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 still hold for a strict supersolution.
We demonstrate next that it is possible to construct strict supersolutions of (3.10) in any
bounded subset of V.
Lemma 6.5. For 7 E (0,1) such that 6 > p{y), let v E LSC7 {V) be a supersolution of (3.10) in
V. Then there exists 7 6 (7,1) such that S > p{F) and, for a suitable constant K> 0,
is a strict supersolution of (3.10) in any bounded set O CV.
Moreover, for any 6 E (o,l], the function
is a strict supersolution of (3.10) in any bounded set O C V.
Proof. Throughout this proof, we let O be a fixed (but arbitrary) bounded subset of V. Observe
first that the quantity p{7) in (3.7) is continuously increasing in 7. Hence, we can find 7 E (7,1)
such that (3.7) still holds for 7, i.e., å > p{7). We hrst claim that
(6.9) rnax^F{x,w,Dx w,D2x w,B{x,w,Dx w)),C{Dx w),M{Dx w),C{Dx <-/,
for some / E C(V) that is strictly positive in O. By direct calculations, we observe first that
Consider now Aw. Since w obviously is concave, B{x,w, Dx w) <O. This can be easily seen by
Taylor expanding w {x) up to second order in each argument aq [i = 1, ..., n):
for some suitable x. Hence Aw{x) < Ao w(x), where A 0 = A- B, i.e., A 0 is the second order
differential operator part of A. A direct calculation yields
where we have used that y/xix) >0 in the last inequality. Now, define 717 = Xj/x(x) for j =
0,1,..., n. We have by definition of xix) that rcj E [o,l] for all j. Moreover,
w= k + x-’ e q?(p)ncv(p), x =(i + !> +-)i=o
ve = (1 -%+ 9w e LSC^{V)
C{Dxw) =-7 max A* x 7 x , M(Dx w) =-j max^x7 \ C(Dx w) =-7 - x7- 1.l<»<n l<i<n 2
/ (w(x + r/l (z)x i e i ) - w(x) - rji(z)xiWXi (x)] rii(dz)' '
<7(7-1 )x'r ~ 2 (x) f r]i{z) 2 m{dz) <O,
JK\{o}
6w{x) + Aqw{x)
<-m - ,Vl{< -+jgy * -in - *É”Kjss)’l ) 
= X° + Xl 1
i x _|_ yn rii < 1 -
j=o X° iOi=l Xl 2/3
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This function has a finite positive maximum and we get for some positive constant c,
provided S > 7supp(7r0 ,..., 7rn ). The sup is taken over all ttj G [o,l] such that =0 txj <l.
The maximal value of p over the set {nj G [o,l], E”=o is dominated by the maximum
over o 77j < 1} • Hence, by straightforward optimization, we see that p has a maximal value
over the set {ttj G [o,l], Ti - 1} dominated by p{7)77. Therefore, under the assumption
<5 > p(T), we get
Summing up,
by choosing, e.g., SK - 1 + supp[C/(y) - cy;7 (x)]. Since c is positive and U has sublinear growth
of order 7 < 7 by assumption, our claim (6.9) holds provided we set
Next, we claim that ve is a strict supersolution in O. Note that for any ø G Cf{T>), x E O is
a global minimizer relative to O of v ø if and only if x is a global minimizer relative to O of
v° - (f)6 with 4> e (1 - 9)(j) + 6w. Since r is a supersolution and by linearity of the differential
operators, we get
and
max[T(x,v\Dx 4,e ,D2y,B(x,ve ,Dx <t> l> ),£(Dx 4.,, ),M(Dx <p,>),C{Dx 4>e )) < -Bf
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Adopting the uniqueness machinery for viscosity Solutions of second order partial differential
equations (see, e.g., [l3, 19]), we now prove a strong comparison principle for the State constraint
problem for the integro-differential variational inequality (3.10). This comparison result ensures
that the characterization in Theorem 6.1 is unique.
As already mentioned, our investment-consumption model combines several difficulties such as
gradient constraints, a State constraint boundary condition, as well as a highly singular non-local
operator. Consequently, the existing comparison results [43, 44, 3, 5, 34, 8] for problems involving
an integro-differential operator do not apply (directly!) in our context. Håving said this, we do
not hesitate to point that the comparison result stated and proved below is nevertheless inspired
by these results and in particular by the one in [B].
Let us be a bit more precise about the proof of the comparison principle. First of all, we
handle the gradient constraint by producing strict supersolutions (Lemma 6.5) that are dose to
Define the second order polynomial
n n
(6-10) p( 7r0 ,...,7Tn ) = T7TO + ai*i ~ 9(1 -7)
i=l i— 1
-Sw{x) + Ao w{x) < -SK - cx7 (z),
Ao w{x) < -cx(xy and thus Aw{x) < -cx(a;) 7 .
T{x, w, Dx w , D 2x w , B{x, w, Dx w))
U{y) Sw{x) + Aw{x) <U{y) - 5K - cx7 (x) < -1
f{x) = min(l, 7 min A, x 7 min mx7 IW, 7 ~ X7-1 (z)) •\ ±SI S n l<i<n Z /
Ci(Dx <j,°) =(i + ec,(DxW)<-ejx. l - 1 < -fl/,
Mi(D =(1 - s)Mi(Dz <j>) + < < -fl/,
C(A,/) = (1 - 6)C{D x <p)+ 6C(Dx w)< -«T-x’” 1 < -»/,
T(x,ve ,Dx<f\Dl4,e ,B(xy,DX 4>")
-(1 - 6]Jr{x,v,Dx (j),Dl(f),B{x,v,Dx (j))) + 6Jr{x,w, Dx w, D 2x w, s{x,w, Dx w)) < -6.
Hence
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the supersolution being compared. This approach is inspired by Ishii and Lions [27] and has
been used in [2, 8, 9, 16, 45, 46] for singular stochastic control problems. To handle the State
constraint boundary condition we follow Soner [42, 43] when building a test function such that the
minimum associated with the supersolution cannot be on the boundary. Finally, let us mention
that when dealing with unbounded domains, it is well known that one has to specify the asymptotic
behaviour of the functions being compared. However, here we can take advantage of our choice
of strict supersolutions and “localize” the comparison proof to a bounded domain. This idea was
also exploited in Alvarez [2] and Benth, Karlsen, and Reikvam [B].
TheoremALG. Let 7' G (O,J_) be such that å > Assume v G USCy(V) is a suhsolution of
(3.10) in V and v G LSC7'{V) is a supersolution of (3.10) in V. Then
where V is the value function (3.8). In particular, the dynamic programming equation (3.10)
admits at most one constrained viscosity solution in the dass of sublinearly growing Solutions.
Proof. It is sufhcient to prove (6.11) under the assumption that the suhsolution v or the superso
lution v is continuous on V. Such a comparison result imply that v < V for v G USCy(T>) as well
as V< v for v G LSCy{V), and we can immediately conclude that the theorem holds. In what
follows, we assume for definiteness that the supersolution v is continuous on V. One can easily
modify the proof below so that it works under the assumption that the suhsolution is continuous
instead of the supersolution (see also the remark given after the proof).
By Lemma 6.5, there exist 7 G (7', 1) such that 6 > p{7) and a function v 9 G LSCy(V) which
is a strict supersolution of (3.10) in any bounded subset of V. Moreover, v e -> v as 9 -i o+.
Instead of comparing v and v, we will compare v and v 9. Sending 0-> o+, we obtain the desired
result v < v in V. Observe that
(6.12)
For later use, let Fsc = [O, R) N \{o, R) N denote the State constraint boundary of V restricted
strictly by R. In view of (6.12), we will “localize” our attention to the bounded domain
and prove that v< v 9 in /C, which in turn follows if we can prove that v< ve in [O, R) N . To this
end, we assume to the contrary that
The maximum point xmax exists in view of the compactness of K. and the upper semicontinuity of
v v°. For later use, notice that
(6.15) {v ve ){x) < M for all x G V
To overcome the iack of regularity of v,lf, we employ the classical “doubling of variables”
device [l4, 12, 13] and approximate the maximum in (6.14) by the (penalized) maximum of the
function
where ip{x, x) is a properly chosen penalization term. For some constants tO , d> 0, let f:K, ->
be a uniformly continuous map satisfying
(6-16) .Af{x + t({x),td) C /C for all x G K, and t G (0, £o ]-
(6.11) v < V < v in V,
v{x) - v6 {x) —> —oo as x-> oo
which implies that R > 0 can be chosen so large that
v<ve xQ ,Xi,... ,xn ,y >
(6-13) /C =|z<EP | 0 < zo, y< Æ, 0< Xi <R + RVi {R, 1), i = 1, ..., n}
(6.14) M max(jj - v° ) ={v - v e ){xmax ) > 0 for some xmax e [O, R) N .JC
s(x, x) = v(x) - v0 (x) - ip{x, x), {x, x) e/Cx KL
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Since dK is piecewise linear, such a map can certainly be found. For our problem, a suitable choice
of penalization term takes the form
/o f |a(T x)
X,X) ~ if *max € (O, R)n (Case II),
where a > 1 and 0 < f < 1 are parameters that eventually will be sent, respectively, to oo and 0.
The next step in the classical viscosity solution technique [l4, 13] is to look at maxima of the
function <L. Letting
we have Ma > M > 0 for any a > 1 (and sufhciently small f >0 in Case I). Note that 4> is upper
semicontinuous on K x K. The compactness of K. implies that there exists (xa ,xa ) E K. x JC such
that Ma = s{xa ,xa ). Here, xa denotes the vector [xao , xa i, ..., xan , ya ) and similarly for xa .
Moreover, (xa ,xa ) converges along a subsequence to some {x, x) E K x /C. In what follows, we
consider Case I and Case II separately, starting with Case I.
Case I: Exploiting that the supersolution v 6 is assumed to be continuous, it is fairly standard
to show that the penalized maxima {xa ,xa ) in Case I satisfy (see, e.g., [l3, 19])
" (Li) xa ,xa -A xmax as a-A 00,
(I.ii) a{xa - xa ) + e({xmax ) Aoasa A oo
(I.iii) (v{xa ) —v° [xa ]) aMas a A 00,
(Liv) Ma -A M as a A 00.
For the sake of completeness, let us prove (I.i)-(l.iv). To this end, let {aj} be any sequence of
numbers (greater than one) such that a aj Aooas j -A 00. Moreover, assume that xa -a x
and xa —> xasj —> 00. We next note that the inequality s{xa ,ya ) > + fCOUnax))
reads
(6.18)
Since v,ve are bounded on /C, |a(xQ æ a )| is bounded uniformly in a and hence x a —xa A 0 as
j-A 00. This gives ia AiExasjAoo and hence [v{xa ) —v e {xa )) <{v —v6 ) (x) <M.
Sending j -A oo in (6.18) and using uniform continuity of v 6 on /C, we conclude that xa ,xa -A xmax
and a{xa xa ) + £C(xmax) —> 0. From this and Ma >M, we get
Therefore we get \imj^.00 (^v{x a ) v°{xa )) = M and Ma AMas j A 00. Since the sequence
{aj} was arbitrary, we can finally conclude that (I.i)-(l.iv) hold.
In view of (I.ii) and also the uniform continuity of
and we thus use (6.16) to get xa EJC for a large enough. In fact, we must have
Using Theorem 4.3 with the penalization term p{x,x) defined in (6.17) (Case I), ux = v,
U 2 =ve , and O = /C, we conclude that there exist matrices A, ÅE S N such that
2-1-
(P)/I) E JiQ H.(Xa)i P Dxp{x0, : X a ') 2a[a(xQ Xa) T T 2f(xq 2-rßax)j
Ma = max s(x, x),ICxIC
£q) -f- £'C(2'max)|' ”1“ *^maxl
0 lim s |o;(x Q, 2-q) “I"J—>-oo L J
= lim (v{xa ) v 6( Ma \ < lim (v(xa ) ve (xa )) —M< 0.j—*oo l J j—too y
X a =Xa + -COmax) + -of i) =XQ + ~C{xa ) + -of-)a a Vq/ a a \aJ
x a E for a large enough as well as xa G
{jpi A-) GJKL ) 5 P Dxp{xaj% a ) 2q:[q;(xq, Xa )4* (imax)] •
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Since v 6 is a strict supersolution in (0 ;R) N , there exists according to Lemma 4.2 aC2 function
 ø such that
(6.19)
as well as C{p), M(p),C(p) < -ti, for some constant ti > 0. Assume that C{p) > 0. Since
P ~ P -> 0 as a -> 00, we get the contradiction -ti > C{p) - C{p) ->• 0 as a -> 00, thereby proving
that C(p) < 0. We can prove exactly in the same way that M{p),C{p) < 0. Then since v is a
subsolution in [Q,R) N , there exists according to Lemma 4.2 aC2 function ø such that
Using (6.19) and (6.20), we get
(6.21)
ti < F{xa ,v,p,A,BK (xa ,(f),Dx (l)),BK {xa ,v,p)) - T(xa y,p, Å,BK {xa ,'ip,Dx 'ip),BK {xa ,vG ,p))
+ [BK {xa ,(j),Dx (j)) - BK {xa ,\j), Dx ip)\ + [BK {xa ,v,p) - B K {xa ,v9 ,p)\.
Let us nov/ estimate the various terms in (6.21). First, observe that we have
Lherefore, by (4.8) and (6.23), we have for all E M.N the following estimate
Recall that an (x) aiXi for i 1,... ,n and an (x) = 0 for i = o,n +l. Using estimate (6.24)
with U = a{xa )ei and U = a{xa )ei, we obtain
for some K(a,e) >O. Since v> 0 was arbitrary and a{xa - xa ) -> as a-> 00, we can
conclude from (6.25) that the following estimate holds
(6.26)





F{xa ,v 6 ,p,Å,BK {xa ,'i/j,Di 'ip),B K {xa ,v9 ,p)) < -i3,
(6.20) Jr{xa ,v,p,A,BK (xa ,(j),Dx (l)),B K {xa ,v,p)) >0
= [U{xa ) - U{xa )] - %(zQ ) - a )] + [{b{xa ),p) - (b{xa ),p)]
+ [Tr(cr(xa ) - Tr(cr(Æ a ) 2 i)]
(6-22) U{xQ ) - U{xa ) -> 0, (b{xa ),p) - (b{x a ),p) -* 0, as a-f 00.
Second, an easy calculation reveals that
D '2 (p {xa ,xa ) = 2a2 ( \ \+2ef 1 M,
(6.23) I V / V u u /
. ( D2(P(x*>*a)) 2 = 8a4 ([j /)+8a2e(^_// °) + 4e2 (J
(6.24) (M, 0 - {M, ?> = ((„ °Å )(i), ( | ) ) < 2a2 |C - || 2 + 2e|f| 2 + AV,
where K = K{a,£,£,£) = [8a4 |£ - £| 2 + 8a2 £(|£| 2 -£ |) + 4e2 |£| 2 ].
Tr(cr(xQ ) 2 A) -Tr((j(ia ) 2 i)
(6.25) n+l
- = o{\a{xa - x Q )| 2 ) + o{e) + K{a,e)v,
i=o
(Tr (CT(X“ )2A) - Tr (^(Æa) < 0.
xoi Dx (j>), BK {xa , ip, yoask —y 0 (for each fixed a < oo).
B ( xa ,v_,p) B (xa —li 121
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We consider first the term 12 . Since a{xa ~ xa ) remains bounded as a a 00,
('Vi(xa ,z),p) - {r}i{xa ,z),p)
(6.30)
where we have also taken into account (Li) and (I.ii). Notice that
Using (Liv), (Li), continuity of v 9, (6.30), (3.4), and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem
we get
~ [{Viixa,z),p) - {rn{xa rii{dz) yoas q y 00.
Next we estimate h. To this end, recall that xa ,xa G [O ,R) N for a large enough. We conclude
that (xa -f rji{xa , z),xa 4- r/i{xa ,z )) GK, x K for 2 6 (-1,1) and thus
(6.32)
A calculation reveals that the zth integrand of li equals
which, thanks to (6.32), is less than or equal to ([a{xai -xai )] 2 + £x 2a^rn{z) 2 . Hence, by summing
over i we get
Note that the integral on the right hand side is convergent due to assumption (3.3). Recalling
that a(x Q xa ) -> as a-> 00, we conclude that
Summing up, we have
(6.33)
Finally, in view of the estimates derived above and (I.iii), we can send (in that order) a —> 00,
e a 0, and k a 0 in (6.21) to obtain the desired contradiction M < -d/å < 0.
Case II: Let us now consider the case z max G (0 : R) N . First, we note that the inequality
a ,iQ ) + 4>(x Q ,fQ ) < 24>(x q ,xq ) implies
where, for A\ {k. < \z\ < 1} and A 2 = {\z\ > I},
n „
=y2 (Mx<* +'Hi{xa ,z)) -V°{xa +rii{xa ,z))] - \v{xa ) -v9 {xa )]
(6.29) i=i Ja i V
- [{rn{xa ,z),p) - {rn{xa ,z),p)]j ni{dz), t = 1,2.
5: \Vi {%ai %ai) {2oi[ot(x a i Xai) “t~ "t“
\vi | — 1,...,71,
l(xQ + r]i{x a ,z)) -{xa + T}i{x a ,z))\ < \xa - xa \ + \xai - xai \ I rji{z)\ 40as a 400.
n «
h<Y] / (m + v e {xa +Tji{xa ,z )) -ti0 (xa + »7*(xa ,z)) -MQ
(6.31) i=i-'N>i V
s(za + r]i{xa ,z),xa + rji{xa ,z)) - s{xa ,xa ) <O.
®{Xa +T]i{Xa,z),Xa + T]i{xa ,z)) - s{xa ,Xa ) + ([a(xai - Xai )] 2 + £X2ai ) T]i [zf ,
n .
h < - Xai)] 2 + £x2ai ] / rii{z) 2 ni{dz).
i= 1 V JK<\z\<l
lim lira I\ < 0.
£—fO Q—>oO
~BK {xa ,ve ,p)] < 0.
a|xQ xa \- < v{xa ) v(xa ) + v°(xa ) - ve {xa ).
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deduce from this inequality that the penalized maxima (xa ,xa )
Thanks to Case I, v < v 6 on and we conclude that any limit point of (xa ,xa ) belongs
to (O ,R) n . Hence for a large enough,
Using Theorem 4.3 with the penalization term p(x,x) defined in (6.17) (Case II), u x v,
U 2 =v°, and O /C, we conclude that there exist A,Ae Si N such that
Continuing as in Case I, we can prove that (6.21) holds with xa , xa ,p,p, A, Å, d>, ip as given in
Case 11. First, (II.i) implies that (6.22) holds true also in Case 11. Second, notice that
(6.35)
so that, by (4.8) and (6.35), we have for all £, £ G M.N the estimate
Proceeding as in Case I, we obtain from this inequality the estimate
Tr(cr(x Q ) 2 A) - Tr(o-(Æ a ) 2 i)
(6.36)
for some K{a) >O. Since u> 0 was arbitrary and a\xa - xa \ 2 -A oasa -A 00, we can conclude
that (6.26) holds also in Case 11.
It remains to estimate the integral terms in (6.21), which is done by following closely the
approach taken in Case I. First, estimate (6.27) is still true in Case 11. Next, we estimate Ix and
1~2 in (6.28), starting with /2 . Using (ll.ii), we get
for i = 1,... ,77.. Then, proceeding exactly as in (6.31), we conclude that J2 <O.
Next we estimate Ix . Thanks to (6.34), we have za +Pi{xa , z),xa +r]i{xa , z) G/C for z G (-1,1)
and thus (6.32) holds also in Case 11. Moreover, we observe that the ith integrand of /2 in Case II
equals
Since (3.3) is assumed to hold and a\xa xa \2 —y oasa —y 00, we obtain after summing over i
Finally, sending (in that order) a -a oo and k —y 0 in (6.21), we reach the desired contradiction
M < -d/5. This concludes the proof of the theorem.  
Remark. Note that if we were to carry out the above proof under the assumption that the sub
solution (instead of the supersolution) was continuous, we had to modify the proof only at (6.18)
and (6.31). We leave the details to the reader.
Similar to Case I, one can easily fr t i i lit t t t
satisfy (see, e.g., [l3])
' (II.i) xa —xa —} oasol —y 00,
(ll.ii) a\xa x a | 2 —> oasa —> 00,
(Il.iii) (v{xa ) - v 9( —y M as a —> oo
(ll.iv) Ma —> Masa —> 00.
(6.34) xa , xa e (O ,R) n .
2-f
-(P,A)eJv{xa), p = Dx p{xa ,xa ) = a{xa - Æ a ),
GJid v (Æq,), p Dx(p[xa , i(j) Oi(xa Æq)
D2p{xa ,xa ) = a _J7 j , (D 2 (f{xa ,xa )) 2 = 2a2 j j
iA£’o ~ {Å£’£) =((o-å)(l ) ’ ( f )) - + 2u(*)\£ ~ £l 2
< a(l + 2va) Wi{xa ) - Vi{xa )\ 2 = o[a\xa - xa \ 2 ) + K{a)u,
i=o
('Vi{xa ,z),p) - (Tji{xa ,z),p)\ = | T]i{z)a{xai - xai ) 2 \ - o(^j\T)i{z)\,
s(xa + ril {xa ,z),xa + r]i{xa ,z)) - s(xQ ,xa ) + ~{xai - xai ) 2 r]i{z ) 2
n f
/* 2'{%ai %ai) /
Z~ 1 J K<\z\<\
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